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and how it will impact 

your summer marketing 
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From the

PRESIDENT
Welcome to edition #2 of our amuseletter. We are 
excited to bring you inside or “behind the curtain” of 
25th Hour Communications to see who we are, what we 
do, and just have some fun reading for a few minutes. I 
hope it adds some joy and at least a couple of chuckles 
to your day.

Our social committee (yes, we have one of those!) 
has worked hard to curate and present to you the 
information contained in each edition. We know you get 
bombarded with emails and newsletters multiple times 
per day, but we hope ours stands out enough to make 
you smile.

If you’re ever in need of our services, simply reach out 
through our website (25comm.com) and we’ll be there.

Happy Commencement 
Season and Congratulations 
for all you have done to 
change so many lives.

What’s Trending in 
Design & Social Media

Summer Splash

Employee Spotlight

What a Beach!
Top 10 Beaches in
the U.S.

- Jen
Jennifer Aries,
President

12
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2.
3. Malissa is married! Welcome to the 25th 

Hour Fam Dalton. Mr. & Mrs. Smith we 
are so happy for you!

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

14.

22.
23.
24.

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

1.

13. 25.

Check out the life of your 
25th Hour friends outside 
of the office.

THE TOP 25
These 25 things are happening here at 25th Hour 
Communications and they have us really excited!

25th Hour is preparing to launch our 
easy to implement video and campaign 
shop. Check back for more details soon.

There will be new additions to the 25th 
Hour family! Look for new team mem-
bers and baby pics soon!

Coordinated and managed the confer-
ence for the Community Colleges of the 
Appalachia on our platform.

Our summer ad campaigns have delivered  
16 million ads across Facebook, Google and 
Snapchat for our clients

25th Hour has helped with 21 com-
mencement ceremonies across the 
country. #proudlifechangers

VP Stephanie Pettis was offered her dream 
job at the University of Alabama and we 
are cheering her on for living her dream.

We got the latest 411 at the Midwest 
Digital Marketing Conference and we’re 
excited to share with our clients.

The 25th Hour bosses had their annual 
strategy conference. Lots of exciting 
things are in the work. Stay tuned!

Some of our team was able to travel and 
finally meet in person! See a photo on 
the left.

25th Hour is now helping all our clients with Tik Tok Advertising. We are 
an official TikTok partner and can build directly in the platform. Are you 
ready to advertise on TikTok? Ask us how!

We wrote a blog about BridgeValley’s neuro-
diversity program and it went viral! Congrats 
to BVCTC for their innovative work!

25th Hour’s webmaster services are 
blowing up! Our team is helping so many 
colleges and they are ready to help you.

Our fearless leader Jennifer turned the 
BIG 6-0! We all wish Jen a very happy 
birthday and many more to come,

Jennifer received the 366 Day Award 
from the Lamar CC President in her 
annual leadership awards.

We have launched our new Call Center 
In-A-Box. Message us to hear all the 
details and get it for your school.

Last issue we told you about Maggie’s 
awesome purple wall. She hated it. Now 
its a grey wall. Ehhh it will do.

Rigatoni is now potty trained! It took 
a lot of hard work and $600 to a dog 
trainer but its going well.

Congrats to our clients - Stanly CC, Lamar CC, 
BridgeValley CTC, and Las Positas College. 
They’re all up in enrollment for Summer!

We are all jelly of Madison’s garden! We 
wish her lots of luck in her new home. 
Her veggie/fruit garden is perfection!

Some of our team members were given 
new job titles and promotions. Look for 
more details in our next issue.

Our graphics team invested thousands 
of dollars into new equipment that will 
bring our art to the next level.

We won 2 awards from the most presti-
gious awards organization for communi-
cation! Check out our blog for more!

25th Hour has added new names to our 
client list. They came to the best and we 
are happy to help them reach their goals.

 Our recent client campaigns have 
resulted in over 6,000 calls being made 
to college admissions offices.
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WE’RE
OBSESSED
The 25th Hour team is 
ready to fill you in on 
what we are currently 
obsessed with. This 
edition we are sharing 
our pets because
May was National 
Pet Month!

Clean Sweep
Researchers have 
created a new coating 
that can destroy anti-
biotic-resistant bacte-
ria and fungus.

SHOCK &
AWWWW
Here are a few things 
we have seen recently 
that have either left us 
shocked or made us say 
“awwwww.”

King of the Jungle
The UK, US and
Norway launch new 
$1Billion Initiative 
to Preserve Tropical 
Rainforests

A Perfect 300
John Hinkle Jr. of 
Illinois bowled a per-
fect 300 using a ball 
custom made with the 
ashes of his late father.

Lets Do Shots! 
Vaccines are being 
administered and COVID-19 
cases are on the decline in 
the US.

Royal Salute
Patriarch to the English 
Royal Family Prince Philip, 
Duke of Edinburgh, has 
passed on at age 99. 

Quiet Down
The Olympic Com-
mitee has banned 
players from wearing 
political messages 
including BLM shirts.

On The Rise
As Covid-19 cases in the U.S. 
decline other countries like 
Canada and India are seeing 
peaks in the virus plaguing 
their citizens.

Under Fire
Mass shootings in the 
US are at an all time 
high with over 150 
being reported so far in 
2021.

YOU NEED THIS
We might be ad geniuses, but sometimes

ads get us to pull out our wallets too.
Check out the Durhand Collapsible Wagon. 

We had to have it and so do you.

Durhand’s Collapsible Fold-
ing Utility Wagon is just 
what you need for lugging 
all your stuff this summer. 
It easily fits coolers, beach 
chairs, towels and other 
essentials for days at the 
beach, afternoons at a 
sporting event or just en-
joying a picnic on a beau-
tiful day. The pop-up can-
opy is perfect for getting 
your doggo or baby out of 
the direct sun. The utility 
wheels make it easy to pull 
on all terrains 
including sand!

$159.99
www.amazon.com
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armer weather is fast approaching. Summer 
time is right around the corner, and at 
this point I think it is safe to say we are all 
completely over the pandemic. As Americans 
get their vaccinations the first thing on many 
people’s mind is get me out of this damn 

house. As we plan our first post-covid vacations, the 
beach is a perfect destination. It’s outdoors, easy to social 
distance and let’s face it; the feeling of warm sunshine 
on your skin and sand between your toes is magical. 
Crossing borders may not be such a good idea yet, but 
you really don’t have to. The U.S. has a lot of beautiful 
beaches right here. Check out these top 10 beaches to 
visit according to usnews.com. A gorgeous beach vacay 
may be closer than you think.

W
by Gregg Wood
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Dorothy and Rose weren’t lying when 
they said Miami had style, blue skies, 
sunshine and white sand by the mile. 
Relaxing days by the waves and 
buzzing nightlife along Ocean Drive 
satisfies everyone’s taste. Especially 
if that taste includes a great place 
to get a seafood meal. The Art Deco 
architecture is as pretty to look at as 
the ocean sunset.

Naples is a quiet oasis 
offering delectable 

eateries and high-end 
shopping along the 

coast of the Florida Gulf. 
Swimming isn’t your only 

option for water activity. Be 
sure to try paddle-boarding 

and snorkeling in the clear 
waters or fishing at the Naples 

Municipal Beach pier.

Over 200 miles of sandy beaches along the Atlantic 
Coast make North Carolina the perfect destination 
for sunbathing, boating, fishing, swimming and 
surfing while also giving you a chance to take in 
some history such as a visit to Kitty Hawk - home of 
the aviation pioneering Wright Brothers.

Oregon’s beautiful Cannon Beach is for the 
adventure types. It is not ideal for swimming 
any time of year but this northwest shore is 
full of tide pools boasting a plethora of sea 
life and puffin habitats.

Picturesque is the only way to describe Sanibel 
Island. It’s the ultimate romantic getaway or family 
vacation. It boasts ideal swimming and beautiful sand 
all year long while also offering great nature trails and 
seashell collecting.

Destin’s white sand beaches 
make it pristine for swimming 
and sunbathing. It boasts 
scenic nature trails and 
its thriving underwater 
population of grouper and 
snapper helped it earn the 
nickname of the World’s 
Luckiest Fishing Village.

Calm waters and scenic 
coastline make Monterey a 
go-to destination for beach 
lovers. Its away from the crowds 
in Southern Cali and the beauty 
of the area is unmatched. For the 
daring types take advantage of the 
diving opportunties at Point Lobos 
State Natural Reserve.

Laguna has it all. Swimming, caves, tide 
pools and seaside cliffs. The town’s historic 
art community and ease of commute with 
a location right along the stunning Pacific 
Coast Highway make Laguna a destination 
not to miss.

Summer is the best time to visit Kauai 
due to its rough waters in the winter, 
however the beautiful terrain of 
mountain vistas, resorts and amenities 
in this stunning island oasis make it a 
destination worth visiting any time of 
year.

Waianapanapa State Park, a protected area 
that boasts striking black sands and lush 
tropical foliage, is a must-see. A plethora 
of beaches on the island make Maui the 
perfect destination for adventurous or low-
key beach lovers alike.
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 TIKTOK IS 
 CHANGING MARKETING

The popular social media app, TikTok, 
is getting more popular everyday - 
and 25th Hour Communications is 
taking advantage of that.

TikTok has grown steadily, proving 
that it can compete with some of the 
largest digital advertising platforms 
out there. The social media app has 
solidified its space as a veritable digi-
tal marketing tool through innovation.
TikTok’s marketing systems are able 
to reach new segments, thanks to up-
dates to their targeting capabilities, 
better automation of its ad-buying 
process and by building up third-par-
ty monitoring and verification of its 
ad metrics. 

Not only is TikTok’s marketing sys-
tem next generation, but a look into 
the endless unique communities and 
content niches within the platform is 
where the real marketing potential 
lies. A common misconception about 
TikTok is that every user is a GenZ. 
While 41% of users do fall into the 
ages between 16 and 24, 59% of Tik-
Tok users are made up of Millennials, 
GenXs, and even Baby Boomer gen-
erations. 

Basically, if you’re not on TikTok, 
you’re missing out. Contact us to get 
started on your own TikTok campaign 
this summer. 

 SUMMER HOLIDAYS 
 BOOST BUSINESS

When developing a marketing plan, 

it’s always important to keep in mind 
what season your campaign will be 
running through. Take advantage of 
the season by coordinating your mes-
saging and visuals with the spring 
and summer holidays, increasing the 
likelihood you’ll have a successful 
marketing campaign. 

Remember to time your campaign 
accordingly and make use of the 
whole season - don’t wait a few days 
before the holiday to launch your ads. 
For example, Fourth of July is one of 
summer’s major holidays. Make sure 
your advertisements, social media 
and website reflect American pride in 
the weeks before the actual holiday. 

Don’t forget to play up the summer 

holidays in your next marketing cam-
paign. Doing this will increase your 
profits and make your audience more 
excited about what your company 
has to offer.

 TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING 
 IS ON THE RISE

We have been locked in our homes 
and our eyes have been locked on 
screens for the past year. With plac-
es opening back up and much of the 
American public getting vaccinated, 
life is moving closer to normal again. 
Now more than ever, marketers need 
to remember WHERE their audience 
is and how they can best reach them. 
Traditional advertising will be very 
effective in reaching most audiences 

SUMMER SPLASH 2021:
Here’s what’s heating up and how it 
will impact your summer marketing
Written by Madison Pizzato

Every season comes and goes bringing their own trends and new styles, 
and marketing is no exception. Keeping up with the most important 
marketing trends can allow your business and marketing strategies to stay 
ahead of the game. This summer is coming in hot and 25th Hour is here 
to catch you up on all of the top marketing trends that we are seeing this 
coming season! 

1.

2.

3.
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this summer, as people will be rushing 
out of their homes and will be more 
aware of their surroundings than ever 
before. Billboards, radio, print, post-
ers/signs and transit advertising are 
just a few examples of traditional ad-
vertising that you should take advan-
tage of this summer along with your 
digital marketing mix!

 COOKIES 
 ARE DYING

Cookies - small pieces of data stored 
on a user’s computer by the web 
browser while browsing a website - 
will be dying soon enough, and there 
will be a new push for marketers to 
find new, alternative mechanisms for 
targeting the right audience. Google’s 
decision to fade out cookies involved 
the concern of consumer data priva-
cy and data rights. However, these 
changes will not be in full effect until 
2022, giving plenty of time for brands 
and agencies to adapt to this signifi-
cant change.

This summer, make sure you stay up 
to date on cookie replacements so 
you don’t waste your digital adver-
tising budget. 25th Hour stands out 
from competitors due to our in-house 
first party Consumer Data Platform. 
We’ve beefed up our cross-device 
tracking program with a number of 
features that allow us to consistently 
and accurately use our proprietary 

logic and append changes to target 
profiles, keeping both the profile and 
its associated demographics up-to-
date at all times. It is never too early 
to prepare. Contact us today and we 
can help you start future-proofing 
your marketing strategies. 

 THE POWER
 OF VIDEO

Bring your marketing campaign to life 
by incorporating videos into your dig-
ital advertising tactics. Do not under-
estimate the power of how a video 
can tell a story and connect with your 
audience. Short video ads with quick 
edits like we see on TikTok or Insta-
gram are continuing to move up on 
the popularity scale, among all target 
demographics.

Not only are videos better at engag-
ing with your audiences, but they also 
have been proven to get more clicks. 
Consumers are much more likely to 
watch a video than to read a caption 
or spend time looking at an image, 
which is why we consistently see 
higher engagement rates with videos 
than other types of ads.

If you have the resources and abili-
ties, make sure to include more vid-
eos into your digital advertising and 
watch your numbers skyrocket!

4.
5.
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rant is a web guru, but you 
definitely wouldn’t call him a 
computer nerd. He is a suave 
hipster movie buff that has 
a passion for changing the 

way we view the world via the internet. 
There isn’t much Grant can’t do on the 
web except keep up with social media. 
He is the only millennial who says the 
gram just “isn’t my thing.” That’s ok 
with us because at the end of the day 
it’s much better getting to know Grant 
in person by breaking bread with him. 
Freshly baked sourdough bread that is, 
which he makes by hand in    
his Philadelphia kitchen.

G
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What made you get into the field of web 
development? 

I just really love solving complex problems. 
If you love solving complex problems you’ll 
usually end up in one of two fields, either 
theoretical physics or some form of devel-
opment. 

If you weren’t a web guru, what do you 
think your career would be?

I really enjoyed my time working as both a 
mechanical engineer and an industrial en-
gineer, so probably one of those or maybe 
another form of engineering.

What is different about working for 25th 
Hour that you haven’t seen in your previ-
ous jobs?

How tight knit of a team 25th is. That’s 
something super rare, to have people not 
just go with the motions of being a great 
team, but to have everyone so invested. 
Its really a breath of fresh air. And you can 
see it when problems need to be solved, 
it doesn’t degrade into the blame game; it 
becomes a team effort to solve the prob-
lem.

What is the coolest project in develop-
ment at 25th hour?

So this one is kinda tough, since we’re 
developing new technology all the time. 
I’m really proud of what we’ve been able 
to do with our SMARTMailer platform, but 
the coolest stand-alone platform has got to 
be our new Call Center Dashboard. It cur-
rently does everything you could need it to 
do when running a call center We have an 

update planned to extend some of its func-
tionality even more, so stay tuned for that.

What is something you would like to see 
change in the web development field?

Definitely the industry standard of working 
80+ hour work weeks. All that does is burn 
good developers out and make them tran-
sition to other fields. Luckily we don’t have 
that problem here, but that is definitely a 
problem in the field.

What are your goals for the 25th Hour 
tech team in the next year?

I’m really excited for us to start tackling 
more full site redesigns. We finally have 
the team to be able to do it efficiently, and 
we have a few big ones starting in the next 
couple of months. I’m also really looking 
forward to more custom development. 
We have a Study Abroad/Virtual Study 
Abroad/Workforce Education WebApp 
system we’re developing which could be 
used by any state or association of col-
leges for any number of classes/events/
programs/etc. Our other big goal is to 
stay on top of all of the new modern web 
technologies and languages that are being 
developed all the time, and to use those in 
future projects.

When you aren’t being an awesome web 
guy, what does a typical weekend look 
like for Grant?

I’m either baking bread and cooking some-
thing big (like a big pot of red gravy or 
a brisket), going exploring in the city or 
out in Amish country, or binging movies 
(sometimes 10 in a weekend).

ALL ABOUT GRANT

You live in Philly. Who has 
the best cheesesteak.
Shanks. Hands down. Don’t 
fall for the tourist traps.

If You Could Change Your 
Name What Would It Be
Something cool like Blazer 
or Laser

Hidden Talent
Juggling

Who Would You Want To 
Play You In A Movie
Russell Crowe

Historical Figure You Want 
To Have Dinner With
Teddy Roosevelt

You Can Have One 
Superpower, What Is It
The Ability to Create 
Superpowers 

Furthest You Have Traveled
Poland

What Was The Last Text 
Your Sent and To Who
“Sell your Dogecoin” - My 
friend Avery

First Concert
Linkin Park

Fav Hobby
Baking Bread

Hit Shuffle On Your Phone 
and Tell Us What Song Plays
“Can It All Be So Simple” 
Wu Tang Clan

What Would Be On A Grant 
Sandwich? 
Pastrami, Corned Beef, 
BBQ Sauce, Dijion Mustard, 
Swiss and Cheddar

Biggest Fear
Death

People Would Be 
Surprised to Learn 
You Are...
A Decent Singer

Go-To Pizza Topping
Supreme

TV Show That Is Your Guilty 
Pleasure
90 Day Fiance Franchise

Fav Band/Musician
MIKE

Best Christmas Gift You 
Ever Received
A Dutch Oven

Fav Breakfast Food
Bacon

When I Say “Vegetable” 
Which Veggie Do You Think Of
Mushrooms

RAPID FIRE
QUESTIONS20
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ADVERTISING
FLASHBACK

Advertising has been around for hundreds of years, 
taking on hundreds of different forms. The bottle and 
logo may be the same, but the advertising design has 
changed drastically over time as seen in these
Coca-Cola ads from 1950 to 2021. 

2021
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Written by Maggie Morley

23

e can all agree that 2021 
is certainly a strange time 
to be alive. This time last 
year we were adjusting to 
life in quarantine, unsure 
when we’d see the light at 

the end of the tunnel. We experienced just 
about every emotion under the sun – rang-
ing from fear and sadness, cabin fever, frus-
tration, and loneliness, all the way to feeling 
nostalgic for times when we didn’t HAVE to 
order food from DoorDash instead of go-
ing out. If there’s one thing it taught us, it’s 
that technology is a magical thing. It has 
the power to bring people together when 
we couldn’t be further apart. We adjusted to 
working with colleagues primarily through 
Zoom and email, and gave thousands of 
virtual hugs to our families and friends. One 
of the most important takeaways, however, 
has been our relationship with social media. 
“The current global pandemic didn’t start 
the great digital migration, but it has unde-
niably accelerated it. Our “new normal” of 
self-quarantining and social distancing has 
created a retreat to digital to fulfil our most 
basic needs, as well as higher-order needs 
of social connectedness and retail therapy” 
(Social.Lab “Twenty Twenty One Social Me-
dia Trends Report”).

Fast forward to the present and, while we’re 
finally able to start seeing one another at a 
distance of less than 6 feet apart, our rela-
tionship with social media and digital mar-
keting isn’t dying. Here are two of the big 
trends you’re likely to see online throughout 
the year as we get back to… “old” normal?

Nostalgia Marketing
Think about it – what do we crave when the 
world around us feels like a chaos storm? 
Normalcy. Where do we find it? Well, with 
an unpleasant present, and an unspoken 
future in front of us – the past, of course! 
Brands are bringing old school back by 
incorporating vintage colors and typefac-
es into their products and marketing. Take 

Burger King for example, who has reverted 
back to basically the same logo they had in 
the 90’s.

Socially-conscious Content
COVID-19 wasn’t the only major news 
headline this past year. A new light is be-
ing shone on societal issues that used to 
get brushed under the rug. “Mental health, 
sustainability, inclusivity, social justice, gen-
der parity, even politics, there is not a single 
talking point that can be ignored nowadays 
thanks to massive information (and disinfor-
mation) sharing on social platforms” (So-
cial.Lab “Twenty Twenty One Social Media 
Trends Report”). Brands are deviating from 
their regularly scheduled content to speak 
out about the bigger issues at hand. Con-
verse’s message to #StopAsianHate is just 
one of the endless examples.
 

W
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Spot the 5 differences in these two photos.

Beyonce and Jay Z on a summer vacation in Italy

QYG LIKZ LMDYZMDY M ADZZAG HDZ QR KILLGW, 

GBGY DY ZCG LDNNAG QR UDYZGW.”

      -  CGYWJ NMBDN ZCQWGMI

CRYPT-O-GRAPPHLE ANSWER: 

AXPFOQIDS

PLOINMTRS

CLUE: Z=T

“

 Build your own custom worksheet at education.com/worksheet-generator
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Word Search

T U G S L H S E V S R S Y W W
G J K F U S U R J G H U S E S
M E S V Y M W Z N N S N T J B
A G W K R V M B D U A S I Y A
Z D I L R B A E D A N H J L R
H E M X E U W C R G D I U A B
R S G T K A X J A E N N N E E
P N O X O V R P T T Y E V X C
W T R F M J D G Y X I R I W U
R W Z T I T J R G B V O S L E
F P Z C C K C K J N Z X N K E
N O R G X C O C K T A I L S X
Y O J X C S B B E A C H J O T
Z L V H M R O A D T R I P R N
W P A L V U V Z B N J V F H N

cocktails vacation barbecue roadtrip
sunshine summer beach swim
sand pool

®

cocktails 

vacation 

barbecue 

roadtrip

sunshine 

summer 

beach

swim

sand

pool

Cryptograpple Answer:

“One must maintain a little bit of summer, even in the 
middle of winter.” – Henry David Thoreau

Spot The Difference Answer:

1. Color changed on JayZ’s hat
2. Oar tie removed from side of boat
3. Beyonce’s eyebrows removed
4. Color changed on Beyonce’s dress stripe
5. Jay Z’s neclace removed
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